
Preparation – A Quick Guide

[1] Practical Considerations:

• When to go? Spring is often wet and windy but the routes are relatively quiet with early flowers appearing. Summer 
is busy and hot and hostels often full. Autumn usually provides the most stable weather with harvesting adding to the 
colour and celebrations of the countryside. Winter is solitary and cold with reduced daylight hours for walking and some 
hostels will be closed. For a list of Albergues open during the winter check: www.aprinca.com/alberguesinvierno.

• How long? Our guides are broken into daily stages averaging around 25km (this varies slightly depending on the route 
and guide in question). But all guides contain information on interim accommodation to allow you to select the right 
daily distance to suit your needs. This will be different for everyone, so we strongly encourage you to think about how 
many kilometers per day would be right for you to walk, from this you should be able to estimate the amount of time 
needed for your pilgrimage. 
 
[2] Preparation – Outer: What do I need to take

• Buy your boots in time to walk them in before you go.
• Pack a Poncho – Galicia is notorious for its downpours. 
• Bring a hat – sunstroke is painful and can be dangerous.
• Look again if your backpack weighs more than 10 kilos.

... and consider leaving behind. 

• Extras, Galicia has shops if you need to replace something. 
• Everything that is superfluous for pilgrimage. Take time to reflect carefully on this point as it can form the basis of our 
questioning of what is really important in our life and spiritual awakening. We have become reliant, even addicted, to so 
many extraneous ‘things’. We need to de-clutter in order to clear space for what truly matters to arise in our awareness. 

[3] Language: learn at least some basic phrases now, before you go.

[4] Pilgrim Passport: Get a credencial from your local confraternity – and join it (more info below).

[5] Protocol: Have consideration for the needs of your fellow pilgrims, gratitude for your hosts and take care of nature and 
the Landscape Temple.

[6] Prayer: May my every step be a prayer for peace and loving kindness.

[7] Preparation Inner: Why is my real purpose for walking the camino? See our self review page for a questionnaire 
to help you consider this. 

■ Travel

•AIR: There are a number of airlines well connected to much of Spain, France and Portugal offering cheap flights to 
numerous cities. It is worth noting that Galicia has 3 airports: Santiago, A Coruña and Vigo all of which have good rail 
and bus connections with Santiago and other cities. Check Ryanair, Easyjet, Aer Lingus, Iberia and Vueling, among 
others, for international flights.  

•RAIL Book online with Spanish rail network RENFE www.renfe.com or with Rail Europe www.raileurope.co.uk also 
www.seat61.com 

•BUS you can book online with National Express (eurolines) for connections throughout  Europe: www.nationalexpress.
com or via Alsa www.alsa.es/en/ (online payments via Paypal).

•FERRY To travel like pilgrims of old and get a chance to acclimatise slowly you might consider the Ferry. Santander & 
Bilbao offer regular sailings to the U.K. Check with Brittany Ferries (Portsmouth to Bilbao and Santander to Plymouth). 

•CAR HIRE If you can find other passengers to share the cost then this is often a relatively cheap and convenient way 
to travel on to such places as Santander or Bilbao and flying or sailing home from there. 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF TRAVEL
I am often asked why I endorse ‘cheap’ air travel to and from Santiago when it is so costly for the environment. I believe 
that walking the caminos can be a powerful catalyst for positive change so that the means (of getting there) justifies the 
end (expanded awareness). All travel has an impact on the environment; none more so than air travel. 
We can consider offsetting the amount of carbon produced by our travel www.climatecare.org/home will calculate the 
amount of emissions produced from your departure point and what you would need to contribute to offset this. A return 
flight London to Santiago will produce 0.33 tonnes of CO

2
 (rail reduces this by around 90%!) The key aspect here is 

about raising awareness – not about producing guilt trips.
 



■ Physical Preparation – what shape is my body in? Any reasonably fit person can accomplish this journey without 
undue stress. I walked from Seville to Santiago (1,000+ km) with a grandfather who celebrated his 80th birthday en 
route, 94 is the oldest I have met! However, if you have recently had an illness or are otherwise concerned about your 
state of health then do have a medical check up. It generally takes the body a week to adjust to regular walking with full 
backpack. Give body, mind and soul time to acclimatise. Don’t push yourself at the beginning – remember that most 
injuries, such as strained tendons and blisters occur in the early days. 

Training: It is always advisable to put in some physical training before you go. I would be surprised if more than 10% 
of pilgrims actually act on this advice. If you are one of the 90% who haven’t then please heed the advice to take the first 
week slowly. I know many pilgrims who have had to deal with the mental, let alone physical, anguish of having to pull 
out of the pilgrimage because they did too much in the early days. 

Bag Weight: A related matter is the weight you carry. Aim to carry no more than 10% of your body weight with an 
upper limit of 10 Kilos (22 lbs). Remember the weight of food and water will be added to whatever you pack! Pilgrimage 
is a great metaphor for life. What are you carrying that is not really necessary? The following kit lists may help you 
reduce your luggage to what is truly essential and remember...

“From contentment with little comes happiness.” African proverb.

■ SAFETY: The camino offers a remarkably safe environment in an arguably unsafe world. Incidents of theft are rare 
but picket-pockets are to be found the world over, especially in the larger towns and cities where the disparity between 
rich and poor is most noticeable. Likewise theft from hostels is rare but has been known to occur. Trust in God and 
tether your camel seems like sensible advice. Major roads and fast traffic are a safety concern and great care is advised 
on stretches of the route that cross roads or run parallel to main roads. 

When viewed in a global context few cases of hostile behaviour or harassment are reported on the camino but have been 
known to occur. It is wise to be cautious when travelling alone especially late in the evening or at night. Many men and 
women choose to walk the camino alone, but due to the moving community of pilgrims we are rarely truly alone. If you 
ever feel nervous or unsafe consider keeping a group of pilgrims in sight, or asking to walk with someone until you feel 
comfortable again. 

In the event of an emergency or to report an incident use the EU emergency number 112. 

■ MOBILE PHONES: Along with a steep increase in pilgrims on the camino in recent years there has also been a 
dramatic rise in mobile phone use *. This constant connectivity with our familiar outer world can keep us disconnected 
from the expansiveness of our inner world. If we carry a mobile phone for practical or safety reasons we might consider 
limiting its use for our own benefit and that of other pilgrims. 
 *Anthropologist Nancy Louise Frey, PhD, author of Pilgrim Stories researches the impact of the Internet Age 
on the camino. Her website www.walkingtopresence.com explores how our tech habits can limit the power of the pilgrim 
experience and offers tips on how to deepen our connection to the inner journey.

■ OPENING TIMES: The culture of siesta affects the opening times of many businesses which close during the middle 
of the day, particularly in rural areas. Tourist offices and museums are generally open from 10:00–13:00 and again after 
siesta from 16:00–19:00. Shop hours are generally a bit longer. Note many public building are closed on Mondays. 

■ PILGRIM PASSPORT Credencial: All official pilgrim hostels are reserved exclusively for pilgrims on the camino 
who must have a pilgrim passport credencial that has been stamped along the way. To apply for a Compostela you need 
to have your credencial stamped twice daily over the last 100km. This second stamp requirement was recently introduced 
in an effort to eliminate those using interim transport or whose main intention was to collect a certificate rather than bona 
fide pilgrims embarking on a spiritual journey. Stamps sellos are readily available from churches, hostels, hotels, even 
bars. These passports are available from your local confraternity and you are encouraged to join and support the largely 
voluntary work of these organisations. UK: www.csj.org.uk Ireland: www.caminosociety.ie USA: www.americanpilgrims.
org Austrailia: www.afotc.org Canada: www.santiago.ca

Apply for your credencial in good time although if you have been unable to acquire a credencial before travelling don’t 
worry, they are widely available at popular starting points along the Caminos. Ask in the local tourist office or Cathedral. 

■ PILGRIM HOSTELS albergues de peregrinos vary in what they provide but lodging is usually in bunk beds in 
dormetories with varrying numbers of beds per room. There are both private and Xunta / municipal hostels. The latter all  
provide a kitchen with basic cooking equipment and a dining / sitting area. Opening times vary depending on the time 
of year but are generally cleaned and open again from early afternoon (14:00) to welcome pilgrims. While some private 
albergues take reservations in advance Xunta / municipal hostals cannot be pre-booked. 

Bedbugs chinches are an increasing source of concern and any accommodation where people sleep in close proximity 
has added risks. Carrying a pretreated pillowcase and bed sheet (e.g. LifeAventure 3X) can be a useful preventative 
measure. If affected wash all clothes and bedding at high heat, inform albergue staff and if needed seek medical advice 
from local pharmacy. 

■ COSTS: Some monastery convento & parish paroquia hostals ask for donations donativo and, unless we find ourselves 
destitute, we should leave at least €5 for a bed + €2 for basic breakfast and €8 for supper. Municipal hostals start at 
€6, Xunta €8 and Private hostels €10-€17. This generally provides us with a bunk bed and use of a hot shower. Many 



offer additional facilities such as use of washing and drying machines for a small charge and many private hostals also 
provide individual rooms from around €25+. Hotels, hostales, pensiónes or casa rurales (literally ‘rural house’ a type of 
up-market B&B) vary widely from €30-€90 depending on season and facilities offered. 

Allow for a basic minimum €25 a day to include overnight stay at a Xunta hostel and remainder for food and drink. Some 
hostals provide a communal dinner (dependent on the warden hospitalero) and most have a basic kitchen cocina where 
a meal can be prepared. Alternatively most locations have one or more restaurants to choose from. Pilgrim menus menú 
peregrino are generally available for around €9 incl. wine. If you want to indulge in the wonderful seafood mariscos 
available in Galicia and accompany this with the delightful local Albariño wines expect to double or treble the basic cost!

■ PACKING:

EQUIPMENT AND CLOTHING: Think quality not quantity.Your pilgrimage starts at the planning stage. So start 
by invoking the highest intention for your journey and bring awareness to what you buy. There is so much exploitation 
of human and natural resources supported by our unconscious consumerism. Become informed and use your voice and 
money to support those companies who genuinely try to make a positive difference in the world. To walk a pilgrim path 
for peace in gear produced from exploitative business practises or oppressive regimes is not congruent – we must make 
every effort to walk our talk. 

What to bring? You will bring too much; everyone does! 
Be prepared to give away, leave behind or post back items you don’t need and notice which option you choose, why and 
at what stage of the journey. 

Whatever you carry your knees and feet will absorb most of the shock and will be the first to buckle if you carry more 
than essentials. Buy materials that are essentially: (a) lightweight and non-bulky (b) that wick away moisture from your 
skin (c) are easy to wash and quick to dry.

Essential equipment:

l walking shoes / boots: should provide good ankle support, be breathable, lightweight and yet have strong soles for 
the rough ground you will encounter. Heavyweight boots are not necessary but consider trail shoes with waterproof 
lining if travelling in the winter season. Sandals or lightweight shoes for use in the evening will give your walking shoes 
time to dry out and give your feet a chance to breathe. 

l socks: bring several pairs as it is a good idea to change socks and massage your feet half-way through the day (even 
if you don’t think they need it). 

l trousers, skirts and shorts: for most of the year shorts are ideal and your legs will dry out much more quickly than 
fabric if you walk into a rain shower. Rural Spain remains very traditional – a sarong is ideal for women to wrap around 
bare legs when visiting churches, etc., and also cool and easy to wash and dry.  

l fleece: a lightweight fleece is useful – you will need to increase the thickness the closer into winter that you plan to 
travel. If you intend travelling in mid-winter you will need proper thermal clothing and a sleeping bag for the subzero 
temperatures that you may encounter, particularly on the higher ground where you can expect snow and ice.  

l waterproofs: even allowing for obvious seasonal changes the weather in northern Spain, particularly in Galicia, is 
notoriously unpredictable. There are many lightweight rain and wind-proof jackets and trousers, though they can be 
expensive. A cheaper option is a plastic poncho that covers not only the body but the backpack as well. This can be rolled 
out during rain showers and the loose fitting nature of the poncho means you don’t get too much build up of sweat as with 
most tight-fitting plastic or nylon garments. Ponchos are readily available online and due to popularity may be found in 
pilgrim shops en route.

l hat: in the summer months your main consideration will be protection from the sun. A wide brim hat can protect your 
head and neck. Sunstroke can be painful and, in extreme cases, dangerous. 

l rucksack: 50 litres should be ample, avoid a large capacity rucksack (70 +litres) as you may be tempted to fill it with 
unnecessary items. An essential element is the waist strap that must allow you to adjust and carry the weight on your 
hips – never off your shoulder. Using dry bags inside your rucksack will ensure dry kit at the end of a wet day. If you are 
not using a poncho then a backpack cover is also recommended for heavy downpours.

l sleeping bag: essential for all pilgrim hostels. If you are travelling in the summer months a lightweight 1 or 2 season 
bag will suffice (or just a sheet bag). A zip will allow you to open it up in very hot conditions. Most hostels, especially 
in the mountain areas, have blankets.

l toiletries: Apart from the usual take a small scissors with needle and thread for draining blisters and essential repairs. 

l water container: Water is essential and evidence supports the view that a minimum 2 litres a day can significantly 
reduce fatigue, blisters and other common ailments of long distance walking as well as avoiding dehydration. There are 
drinking fonts fuente [F.] all along the way – fill up at every opportunity especially in high summer when drinking fonts 
can dry up. Non-tap water is often OK to drink but not guaranteed sin garantia – check with locals if in doubt. You may 



notice a difference between the quality of water around the main cities with their chemical additives, so empty and refill 
from the purer waters of the mountains and rural villages whenever possible.

l first aid/ medication: All hostels are obliged to carry first aid boxes and there are innumerable chemists farmacia 
along the way. However, some essentials should be carried with you. Consider plasters and antiseptic ointment for cuts 
and pain relief tablets such as Paracetamol for toothache etc. and Ibuprofen for relief of muscular pain. Bring a high 
factor sun protection and apply regularly. Also consider lip protection and after sun lotion. Elasticised tubing can help 
support a sprained knee or ankle. 
Be sure to bring an adequate supply of any prescribed medication, e.g. Inhalers for asthmatics, as these may be difficult 
to obtain en route without prescription. 
Blisters: While prevention is better than cure, unless you are well seasoned you will get blisters! Each to their own, but 
Compeed® is readily available, easy to apply and acts as a second skin. Whatever you bring apply it as soon as you feel 
a hot spot developing (don’t wait until it has developed into a full blister). Many make the mistake of loosening shoes 
to relieve the pressure but this can aggravate the friction – the cause of the problem in the first place. Make sure your 
footwear fits snugly.

For the homeopathically inclined, essentials might include: Arnica for muscular sprains and bruising, Calendula for 
cuts and Combudoron for insect bites. For those using chemically based products, bring equivalent treatments.
Optional Extras:

l walking poles: while not essential, they are highly recommended and will greatly reduce the impact on your body, 
around 25% if used properly, e.g. taking the strain on the strap, don’t clutch with your fingers (use blister pads if 
necessary). They will steady you over rough patches and may create confidence when passing barking dogs. Take two 
to avoid becoming lopsided and try and get ones with the handles angled to avoid wrist strain. Most pilgrims opt for a 
wooden staff collected along the way and that is certainly better than nothing.

l sleeping mat: useful if you want the freedom of experiencing life under the stars or if you are travelling in the busy 
season as it allows you more options – there will always be a floor somewhere! Therm-a-Rest® or similar offers good 
comfort but is more expensive than a basic foam-style mat.

l cooking utensils: many hostels have basic kitchen equipment and creating a meal is a great way to bond with other 
pilgrims. If you intend cooking regularly it is advisable to bring your own utensils. 

l camping equipment: there is no need to carry a tent; however, if you enjoy and are experienced in the outdoors you 
will know what to bring. Campsites en route are few and far between and few hostels have facilities for tents.

l books: be very selective as books add enormously to weight and you may be surprised how little time you have for 
reading. Historical notes and more detailed information on the many artistic treasures to be found along the way are 
often issued free of charge from tourist offices or as part of the price of an entry ticket.

As mentioned above considering what to leave behind is as important here as considering what to take. Below is a 
checklist of things to consdier with Spanish translations provided to help strengthen your vocabulary and assist you to 
buy or replace items along the way. This is not necessarily a recommended list, as this will vary through the seasons and 
personal needs.
 
Clothes:  Ropas: 
hat (sun) sombrero 
sunglasses  gafas de sol 
shirt(s) camisa(s) 
T-shirt(s) camiseta(s) 
travel vest chaqueta de viaje 
jacket – chaqueta – 
   waterproof    chubasquera 
   breathable    transpirable 
underpants calzoncillos  
shorts pantalones cortos 
trousers pantalones largos 
socks calcetines 

Shoes: Zapatos:
boots (mountain) botas (de montaña) 
shoes (walking) zapatos (de andar) 
sandals (leather) sandalias (piel) 

Size: Tamaño: 
larger mas grande 
smaller mas pequeño 
cheaper mas barato 
more expensive mas caro 
model modelo 



Essential documents  Documentos esenciales:
passport  pasaporte 
pilgrim record credencial de peregrino 
wallet / purse monedero / cartera 
cash dinero en efectivo 
credit card tarjeta de crédito 
travel tickets pasaje de viaje 
diary diario 
emergency addresses  dirección de emergencia 
phone numbers   números de teléfono 

Backpack Mochila 
rain cover  protección de mochila 
sleeping bag saco de dormir 
towel toalla 
water bottle botella de agua 
penknife navaja 

Toiletries Artículos de tocador: 
soap jabón 
shampoo champú 
tooth brush cepillo de dientes 
toothpaste dentífrico 
hair brush cepillo de pelo 
comb peine 
sink stopper  tapón de fregadero 

shaving cream espuma de afeitar 
razor (blades) maquinilla de afeitar  
face cloth guante de aseo 
sun cream (lotion) crema solar (loción) 
after sun cream leche solar (after sun) 
moisturiser crema hidratante 
toilet paper papel higiénico 
tissues pañuelos de papel 
sanitary pads salva-slips 
tampons tampones 

First Aid Kit Botiquín 
painkiller analgésico 
aspirin / paracetemol  aspirina / paracetamol 
plasters esparadrapo 
blister pads apósito para ampollas 
compeed-second skin  compeed-segunda piel 
antiseptic cream crema antiséptica 
muscular ache (ointment) (pomada) dolores musculares
homeopathic remedies  remedios homeopáticos 

Medicine (prescription):  Medicina (prescripción):
asthma inhaler  inhalador para el asma 
hay fever tablets medicina para las alergias
diarrhoea pills pastillas para la diarrea 
other (doctor) otros (médico) 

Accessories (optional) Accesorios: (opcional) 
walking poles bastones de caminar
pilgrim shell concha de peregrino 
camera cámara 
torch linterna 
wrist watch reloj de pulsera 
alarm clock despertador 

poncho poncho 
sleeping mat esterilla 
clothes pegs pinzas para la ropa 
clothes line (cord) cuerda para tender ropa 
earplugs (against snoring) tapones para los oídos (ronquidos)
cutlery cubiertos 
mug / cup taza / vaso


